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Classical MechanicsClassical Mechanics

� Describes the relationship between the 

motion of objects and the forces acting 

on them

� Conditions when Classical Mechanics 

does NOT apply:

� very tiny objects (< atomic sizes)

� objects moving near the speed of light
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The Concept of ForceThe Concept of Force

� Usually think of a force as a push or pull

� Because only a force can cause a change in 

velocity, we can think of force as that which 

causes an object to accelerate

� Vector quantity:   F

� May be contact or field force
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Contact and  Field ForcesContact and  Field Forces

� Physical 

contact 

between 

two 

objects 

� Act 

through 

“empty 

space”
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Fundamental ForcesFundamental Forces

� Types

� Strong nuclear force

� Electromagnetic force

� Weak nuclear force

� Gravitational force

� Characteristics

� All field forces

� Listed in order of decreasing strength

� Only gravitational and electromagnetic force 

“belong” to Classical Mechanics
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Net ForceNet Force

� The net force acting on an object is defined 

as the vector sum of all forces acting on the 

object  

� If the net force exerted on an object is zero, 

the acceleration of the object is zero and its 

velocity remains constant

� the object remains at rest

� continues to move with constant velocity

∑= FF
net

∑ = 0F
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EquilibriumEquilibrium

� An object either at rest or moving with a 

constant velocity is said to be in equilibrium

� The net force acting on the object is zero

0=a

∑ = 0F
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Measuring the Strength of a ForceMeasuring the Strength of a Force

� The vector nature of a force is tested with a spring scale

� You must use the rules of vector addition to obtain the   

net force on an object

2

2

2

1 FF +=F

21 FF +=F
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NewtonNewton’’s First Laws First Law

� Newton’s First Law defines a special 

set of frames called inertial frames

� If an object does not interact  with 

another objects, it is possible to 

identify a reference frame in 

which object has zero acceleration

� Sometimes called the law of inertia

1642-1727
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Inertial Frame of ReferenceInertial Frame of Reference

� The reference frame that moves with 

constant velocity relative to the distant stars

� Any reference frame that moves with 

constant velocity relative to an inertial 

frame is itself an inertial frame 

� The Earth is not really an inertial frame

� orbital motion around the Sun

� rotational motion about its own axis
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NewtonNewton’’s First Law s First Law 

((another statement)another statement)

� In absence of external forces, when 
viewed from an inertial reference frame,
an object at rest remains at rest and an 
object moving with some velocity 
continues to move with that same 
velocity
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Quick QuizQuick Quiz

� Which of the following statements is most 

correct?

(a) It is possible for an object to have motion 

in the absence of forces on the object 

(b) It is possible to have forces on an object 

in the absence of motion of the object

(c) Neither (a) nor (b) is correct

(d) Both (a) and (b) are correct
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InertiaInertia

� Is the tendency of an 

object to continue in its 

original motion
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MassMass

� A measure of inertia, i.e., of the resistance of 

an object to changes in its motion due to a 

force

� An inherent property of an object

� Independent of the object’s surroundings and 

of the method used to measure it

� Scalar quantity

� SI units are kg
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NewtonNewton’’s Second Laws Second Law

� The acceleration of an object is directly 

proportional to the net force acting on it and 

inversely proportional to its mass

� F and a are both vectors

� Can also be applied in 3D

zzyyxx maFmaFmaF ∑∑∑ ===

∑∑
=∝ aF

F
a mor

m
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Quick QuizQuick Quiz

� You push an object, initially at rest, across a 

frictionless floor with a constant force F for a time 

interval ∆t, resulting in a final speed of v for the 

object. You repeat the experiment, but with a force 

that is twice as large, 2F. What time interval is 

now required to reach the same final speed?

(a) 4∆t

(b) 2∆t

(c) ∆t

(d) ∆t/2 

(e) ∆t/4
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Units of ForceUnits of Force

� SI unit of force is the Newton (N)

� US Customary unit of force is a pound (lb)

� 1 N = 0.225 lb

� See table:

2
11

s

mkg
N

⋅
≡
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Gravitational ForceGravitational Force

� The attractive force exerted by the Earth on an object is 

called the gravitational force Fg

� Directed toward the center of the Earth

� For a freely falling object of mass m, with a = g

∑ = aF m ∑ = gFF gF mg =

� Mutual force of attraction 

between any two objects in the 

Universe
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WeightWeight

� The magnitude of the gravitational force 

acting on an object of mass m near the 

Earth’s surface is called the weight w of the 

object

� w = mg is a special case of Newton’s 

Second Law
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More about WeightMore about Weight

� Weight is not an inherent  property 

of an object 

� mass is an inherent property

� Because g varies with geographic location, 
weight of an object depends upon location

� At a given location, the ratio of the weights of 
two objects equals the ratio of their masses:

2

1

2

1

m

m

w

w
=
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Gravitational MassGravitational Mass

Mass m is playing the role of determining the 

strength of the gravitational attraction 

� Call mass m in this type of equation the 

gravitational mass

� In Newtonian Dynamics the gravitational

mass and inertial mass have the same value

gF mg =
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NewtonNewton’’s Third Laws Third Law

� If two objects interact, the force F12 exerted 

by object 1 on object 2 is equal in magnitude 

but opposite in direction to the force F21

exerted by object 2 on object 1

� Equivalent to: 

Forces always occur in pairs, or  

A single isolated force cannot exist

2112 FF −=
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NewtonNewton’’s Third Law, cont.s Third Law, cont.

� F12 may be called the action
force and F21 the reaction
force

� Actually, either force 
can be the action or the 
reaction force

� The action and reaction 
forces act on different (!) 
objects 
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Quick QuizQuick Quiz

� If a fly collides with the windshield of a 

fast-moving bus, which object experiences 

an impact force with a larger magnitude?

(a) the fly 

(b) the bus 

(c) the same force is experienced by both
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� Fmt and Ftm

� Ftm = n is the normal
force, the force the table 
exerts on the monitor

� n is always 
perpendicular to   
the surface

� Fmt is the reaction –
the monitor on the 
table

�

Some ActionSome Action--Reaction PairsReaction Pairs
� A monitor is at rest on a table

nFF −=−= tmmt
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More ActionMore Action--Reaction pairsReaction pairs

FEm= Fg is the force the 

Earth exerts on the 

monitor

FmE is the force the 

monitor exerts on the 

earth

�FEm = -FmE
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Quick QuizQuick Quiz

� Which of the following is the reaction force 

to the gravitational force acting on your 

body as you sit in your desk chair?

(a) The normal force exerted by the chair 

(b) The force you exert downward on the 

seat of the chair 

(c) Neither of these forces
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Forces Acting on an ObjectForces Acting on an Object

� Newton’s Law uses the forces 

acting on an object

� n and Fg are acting on the 

object

� FmE and Fmt are acting on 

other objects

� Free-body diagram: all the 

forces acting on the object of 

interest
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Applying NewtonApplying Newton’’s Lawss Laws

� Assumptions we make (for simplicity) in this 

course:

– Interested only in external forces acting on the object

– Objects behave as particles

� can ignore rotational motion (for now)

– Neglect any friction effects

– Masses of strings or ropes are negligible

� the magnitude of the force T exerted at any point along a 

rope is the same at all point along the rope

T is the tension 

in the rope
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Objects in EquilibriumObjects in Equilibrium
� a = 0

� The net force 







==

=

∑
∑

0

0

yy

x

maF

F

0=−=∑ gy FTF
gFT =or

Free-body diagram: 
the gravitational force Fg

and the force T exerted 

by the chain

∑ = 0F

� Note: T and Fg are not an action-

reaction pair

y
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Solving Equilibrium ProblemsSolving Equilibrium Problems

� Make a sketch of the situation described in the 

problem

� Draw a free body diagram for the isolated object 

under consideration, and label all the forces acting 

on it

� Resolve the forces into x- and y-components, 

using a convenient coordinate system

� Apply equations    ,

keeping track of signs

� Solve the resulting equations

∑∑ == 0,0 yx FF
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Equilibrium Example  Equilibrium Example  

∑

∑
=−+=

=−=

00.53sin0.37sin

00.37cos0.53cos
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Objects Experiencing a Net ForceObjects Experiencing a Net Force

� Determine 

� the acceleration of the crate

� the force the floor exerts on it

� Free-body diagram: 

� the horizontal force T acts through rope 

� the gravitational force Fg

� the normal force n exerted by the floor

∑ == xx maTF or
m

T
ax =

∑ == 0yy maF ( ) 0=−+ gFn or gFn =
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More about Normal ForceMore about Normal Force

� What is the magnitude of the normal force in this 

situation?

∑ = 0yF

0=−− FFn g

FFn g +=

� The normal force is greater

than the force of gravity

Can it be Less?
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Quick QuizQuick Quiz

� Consider the child being pulled on the toboggan. 

Is the magnitude of the normal force exerted by 

the ground on the toboggan 

(a) equal to the total weight of the child plus the 

toboggan, 

(b) greater than the total weight, or 

(c) less than the total weight?
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NewtonNewton’’s Second Law s Second Law 

ProblemsProblems

� Similar to equilibrium except

� Use components:

� ax or ay may be zero

∑ = aF m
xx maF∑ =

yy maF∑ =
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The RunThe Run--Away CarAway Car

� Acceleration of the car? Assume 

the incline is frictionless:

∑

∑

=−=

==

0cos

sin

θ

θ

mgnF

mamgF

y

xx

θsingax =
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Multiple Objects, Example Multiple Objects, Example ––

AtwoodAtwood’’s Machines Machine
�Forces acting on the 
objects:

– Tension (same for both 
objects, one string)

– Gravitational force

� Each object has the 
same acceleration since 
they are connected

�Draw the free-body  
diagrams

�Apply Newton’s Laws
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Multiple Objects, Example 2Multiple Objects, Example 2

� Draw the free-body 
diagram for each object

– One cord, so tension is 
the same for both objects

– Connected, so 
acceleration is the same 
for both objects

� Categorize as particles 
under a net force

�Apply Newton’s Laws
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Forces of FrictionForces of Friction

� When an object is in motion on a surface or 

in a viscous medium such as air or water, 

there is resistance to the motion

� This is due to the interactions between the 

object and its environment

� Such resistance is called a force of friction
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Force of Static Friction, Force of Static Friction, ƒƒss

� Static friction acts to keep the 
object from moving

� If F increases, so does ƒs

� If F decreases, so does ƒs

� ƒs ≤ µ sn

� µ s is called the coefficient of 
static friction

� ƒs= ƒs,max = µ sn - impending 
motion
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Force of Kinetic FrictionForce of Kinetic Friction

� The force of kinetic 

friction acts when the 

object is in motion

� ƒk = µk n

� µk is called the 

coefficient of kinetic 

friction
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More About FrictionMore About Friction

� Friction is proportional to 

the normal force

� The force of static friction 

fs is generally greater than 

the force of kinetic 

friction fk
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More About Friction, contMore About Friction, cont

� The coefficient of 

friction µ depends 

on the nature of the 

surfaces in contact
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More About Friction, contMore About Friction, cont

� The direction of the frictional force: 

“opposes” the motion     What if there’s 

NO motion = Static friction?

Think about it!

The coefficients of friction are nearly independent 

of the area of contact
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Quick QuizQuick Quiz

� You press your textbook flat against a 

vertical wall with your hand. What is the 

direction of the friction force exerted by 

the wall on the book?

(a) downward

(b) upward

(c) out from the wall

(d) into the wall
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Friction Example, 1Friction Example, 1
�The block is sliding down 
the plane, so friction acts 
up the plane

�This setup can be used to 
experimentally determine 
the coefficient of friction.

�µ = tan θ

– For µs, use the angle where 
the block just slips.

– For µk, use the angle where 
the block slides down at a 
constant speed.
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Friction, Example 3Friction, Example 3

� Friction acts only on the object in contact 
with another surface

� Draw the free-body diagrams

� Apply Newton’s Laws


